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CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The contents managerial system characterized by to constitute from a terminal which
established a means output the contents which received download from the center equipment
which established a means manage use of contents, and a means receive and manage the use
result of contents, in the contents managerial system which manages contents, and storage or
the above-mentioned center equipment, and a means transmit the use result concerned of
contents which outputted to the above-mentioned center equipment.
[Claim 2] A means to manage the usage of contents in the contents managerial system using
contents, The center equipment which established a means to receive the use demand of
contents and to transmit use consent, and a means to receive and manage the use result of
contents, A means to choose the usage of contents and contents, and a means to transmit the
use demand of contents to the above-mentioned center equipment, The contents managerial
system characterized by constituting from a terminal which established a means to output the
contents concerned, and a means to transmit the use result of the outputted contents to the
above-mentioned center equipment.

[Claim 3] the above-mentioned selection — use conditions, or a title and use conditions —
searching — among those — since — the contents managerial system according to claim 2
characterized by choosing.

[Claim 4] The contents managerial system according to claim 2 characterized by having a means
to keep the above-mentioned contents at a terminal, or a means to download the above-
mentioned contents from center equipment
[Claim 5] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 characterized by having the
means which spaces one or more of user information, copyright information, and the time at the
time of the output to the medium of the above-mentioned contents, and is embedded into the
medium concerned as information to the claims 4.

[Claim 6] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 5 characterized by
having a means to output the above-mentioned contents whenever it becomes a predetermined
output possible unit at the terminal which received download from center equipment.
[Claim 7] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 6 characterized by
forming a means to transmit the use result to the above-mentioned center equipment while
outputting through the contents concerned which were being kept in a terminal when the above-
mentioned terminal has already kept it in response to download at the time of the output request
to the medium of the contents from a customer.

[Claim 8] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 7 characterized by
forming a means to total based on the above-mentioned use result, and to choose the contents
of the predetermined range from a high order, and a means to transmit to the above-mentioned
terminal which is having selected contents registered in center equipment.
[Claim 9] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 8 characterized by
forming a means to total based on the above-mentioned use result, and to choose the contents
of the predetermined range from a high order, and a means to output selected contents in a
terminal.



[Claim 1 0] The means taken out when keeping it about two or more contents or the selected set

list which displayed the list or set list of the above-mentioned contents, and was chosen from
lists, in response to the fact that [ download ] or, A contents managerial system given in either

of claim 1 to claims 9 characterized by forming a means to output two or more contents
downloaded or taken out, and a means to transmit the use result of the outputted contents to

the above-mentioned center equipment in a terminal.

[Claim 11] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 10 characterized by
forming a means to output a means to display the tariff of the contents by which selection was
made [ above-mentioned ], and the contents read the contents which received download when it

paid in, or when keeping it, and a means to transmit a use result to the above-mentioned center
equipment in a terminal.

[Claim 12] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 11 characterized by
forming a means to receive automatic download of the contents corresponding to the above-
mentioned terminal, and a means to output the contents which received from the display and
speech generation device of a store in a terminal.

[Claim 1 3] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 1 2 characterized by
to form a means transmit the words of the words of the contents concerned, a musical piece, a

means output one or more of the images, and the contents outputted to the medium and the
outputted contents, a musical piece, and one or more use results of an image to the above-
mentioned center equipment while outputting through the contents which received the contents
or the download which was carrying out [ above-mentioned ] storage, in a terminal.

[Claim 14] A contents managerial system given in either of claim 1 to claims 13 characterized by
having a means to total the sales and the usage for every contents based on the use result of

the above-mentioned contents, and a means to total the allocation for every rightful claimant

based on the sales and the usage for every contents which carried out [ above-mentioned ] the
total.

[Claim 15] The record medium which recorded the program which operates as a means output a
means which established in center equipment manage use of contents, a means receive and
manage the use result of contents, and the contents which received download from the storage
or the above-mentioned center equipment which formed in the terminal, and a means transmit

the use result concerned of contents which outputted to the above-mentioned center equipment
and in which computer reading is possible.

[Claim 16] A means to manage the usage of contents established in center equipment, and a

means to receive the use demand of contents and to transmit use consent, A means to carry

out <DP N=0003> reception of the use result of contents, and to manage it, A means to choose
the usage of of the contents and contents which were prepared in the terminal, The record

medium which recorded the program operated as a means to transmit the use demand of

contents to the above-mentioned center equipment, a means to output the contents concerned,
and a means to transmit the use result of the outputted contents to the above-mentioned
center equipment and in which computer reading is possible.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the contents managerial system and record

medium which manage use of contents.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, about use and its management of a musical piece,

an image, etc. of contents, the consent demand by the use gestalt is omitted and contents were
simply outputted for the duplicate, the display, etc.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] For this reason, there was a problem that right

management of accounting and sales management which were doubled with the use gestalt of

contents, copyright, etc. was inadequate. Here, contents mean digital data at large [, such as a

still picture, an animation, an alphabetic character, music, and a program, ].

[0004] For example, although there was a case where use consent conditions, such as an

advertisement, broadcast, duplicates (a display, a duplicate, printing, voice output, etc.), loan, and

an audition, differed, plentifully from contents, such as a musical piece and an image, there was a

problem of being hard to perform accounting, and the sales management and right management
according to each [ these ] use consent conditions.

[0005] In order that this invention may solve these problems, it transmits to center equipment,

and it manages the use consent and the use result in the case of using contents, and aims at

realizing accounting for every contents, sales management, and use management.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] With reference to drawing 1 , The means for solving a technical

problem is explained. In drawing 1 , center equipment 1 manages contents, a use result, etc., and
consists of contents management tools 2 etc. here.

[0007] that the contents use condition management tool 2 manages the usage of contents ****
— etc. — it carries out managing the contents use result management tool 6 in response to

transmission of the use result of contents **** — a use result — totaling — computing
allocation of a rightful claimant **** — etc. — it carries out
[0008] A terminal 1 1 consists of a contents use means 1 2, a processing means 1 3, etc. here

using the read contents, when keeping it from center equipment 1 , in response to the fact that

[ download of contents ] or.

[0009] carrying out a display / voice output / printout, or transmitting a use result to center

equipment 1 **** — etc. — it carries out. [ that the contents use means 1 2 receives use

consent of contents from center equipment 1 ] [ keeping contents ] [ outputting to a medium ]

[0010] that the processing means 13 elongates the compressed contents which perform various

processings and received download **** — the time of the output to the medium of contents —
spacing — embedding information to the contents concerned **** — etc. — various

processings are performed.

[0011] Next, actuation is explained. He transmits the use result of the contents outputted while

receiving and outputting the contents which have outputted or downloaded the contents which



the contents use means 1 2 of a terminal 1 1 was keeping to the contents management tool 2 of

center equipment 1 1, and is trying for the contents management tool 2 which received this to

manage the use result of contents.

[001 2] Moreover, he transmits to center equipment by considering the usage of of the contents
and contents as which the contents use means 12 of a terminal 1 1 was chosen as a use demand,
and is trying to transmit the use result of the contents which corresponded to answerback of

consent authorization, and outputted and outputted contents to center equipment, this time of

choosing — use conditions, or a title and use conditions — searching — among those — since -

- he is trying to choose

[0013] The processing means 13 spaces one or more of user information, copyright information,

and the time at the time of the output to the medium of contents, and he is trying to embed as
information at it in these cases. Moreover, whenever the processing means 13 becomes a

predetermined output possible unit, he is trying to output contents within the terminal 1 1 which
received download from center equipment 1

.

[0014] Moreover, while using the contents concerned which were being kept, he is trying to

transmit the use result to center equipment 1, when the terminal 1 1 is keeping it to the use
demand of the contents from a customer.

[0015] Moreover, the contents management tool 2 of center equipment 1 totals based on a use
result, and he chooses the contents of the predetermined range from a high order, and is trying

to transmit to the terminal 1 1 which is having selected contents registered.

[0016] Moreover, while a list or a set list of contents is displayed, it takes out when the contents
use means 12 of a terminal 11 is keeping it about two or more contents or the selected set list

chosen from lists, in response to the fact that [ download ] or, and outputting download or two
or more contents which were taken out, the use result of the outputted contents is made
transmit to center equipment 1.

[0017] Moreover, the tariff of the contents as which the processing means 13 was chosen within

the terminal 1 1 is displayed, and while outputting the read contents the contents which received

download, or when a tariff is injected, and keeping it, he is trying to transmit a use result to

center equipment 1

.

[0018] Moreover, a terminal 11 receives automatic download of the contents from center
equipment 1, and he is trying to output the contents which received from the display and speech
generation device of a store.

[0019] Moreover, he is trying to transmit the words of the contents outputted to the contents
which outputted the words of contents, a musical piece, and through one or more of the images
while outputting through the read contents, the contents in which the contents use means 1 2 of

a terminal 1 1 received download or when keeping it, and were outputted to the medium, and a

medium, a musical piece, and one or more use results of an image to center equipment 1.

[0020] Moreover, the contents use result management tool 6 totals the sales and the usage for

every contents based on the use result of contents, and he is trying to total the allocation for

every rightful claimant based on the sales and the usage for every contents which totaled.

[0021] Therefore, it becomes possible by transmitting to center equipment and managing the use
consent and the use result in the case of using contents at a terminal to realize accounting for

every contents, sales management, and use management.

[0022]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Next, the gestalt of operation of this invention and actuation are

explained to a detail one by one using drawing 10 from drawing 1 .

[0023] Drawing 1 shows the system configuration Fig. of this invention. In drawing 1 , center
equipment 1 manages contents and a use result, and consists of a contents management tool 2,

a terminal control table 3, a contents use managed contents managed table 4 and 5, etc. here.

[0024] that the contents use condition management tool 2 carries out package management of

the usage of contents **** — etc. — it carries out. downloading the contents use result

management tool 6 to the terminal which receive the use result of contents, and package
management is carried out, or the use result of contents is totaled, it distributes [ terminal ] for

every rightful claimant, or the use result of contents is totaled [ terminal ], and is having the



contents of the high order predetermined range registered **** — etc. — it carries out.

[0025] A terminal control table 3 registers Terminal ID or User ID of the terminal 1 1 with rating

for receiving download of contents, as it is the table which registers the terminal 1 1 using

contents beforehand and is shown in (a) of drawing 4 mentioned later.

[0026] The contents managed table 4 is a table which manages contents, as shown in (b) of

drawing 4 mentioned later, is matched with content ID and registers beforehand use conditions

(use conditions, such as a duplicate, an audition, and BGM).

[0027] The contents downloaded to the terminal 1 1, or when keeping it, the contents use

managed table 5 registers and manages the content ID which was matched and was used for

Terminal ID and a use result (it reproduces and sells to a medium), use time, a user name, sales,

etc., as shown in (c) of drawing 4 which is the table which carries out package management and
mentions the use result of the read contents later.

[0028] A terminal 1 1 is a terminal using the read contents, when keeping it from center

equipment 1, in response to the fact that [ download of contents ] or, and it consists of the

contents use means 1 2, the processing means 1 3, a display 1 4, an input unit 1 6, mass external

storage that keeps the contents besides illustration here.

[0029] that, and carry out the contents use means 1 2 a display/voice output as BGM, or it

transmits a use result to center equipment 1 **** — etc. — it carries out. [ keeping the

contents which received download from center equipment 1 to external storage, or outputting

them to a medium, and selling ]

[0030] that the processing means 13 elongates the compressed contents which perform various

processings and received download **** — the time of the output to the medium of contents —
spacing — embedding information to the contents concerned **** — etc. — various

processings are performed.

[0031] A display 14 displays various information on Screen 15. An input unit 16 is an input unit

(for example, input units, such as a mouse and a keyboard) which chooses one or more of

arbitration from the lists of the contents displayed on Screen 1 5.

[0032] printing contents or outputting contents to a medium (record media, such as CD-R and

DVD) ****— LAN and a circuit — minding — downloading contents to a user **** — etc. — it

carries out. [ that an output unit 1 7 displays contents ]

[0033] A loudspeaker 18 utters contents.

[0034] Next, actuation of the configuration of drawing 1 is explained to a detail according to the

sequence shown in the flow chart of drawing 2 . Drawing 2 shows the explanation flow chart

(whole) of this invention of operation. Here, center equipment 1 and a terminal 1 1 are equivalent

to the center equipment 1 and the terminal 1 1 of drawing 1 . Moreover, although keep contents

to mass storages, such as DVD, at a terminal 11, this is usually read, it reproduces to a medium
and sale etc. is carried out, in addition while keeping it from center equipment 1 to external

storage in response to download, it may reproduce through this and sale etc. may be carried out
Here, it explains including both.

[0035] In drawing 2 , S1 transmits a contents list request. As for this, a terminal 1 1 transmits a

contents list request to center equipment 1. S2 transmits a list. This turns a contents list to a

terminal 1 1 corresponding to the contents list request from a terminal 1 1 of center equipment
one S1, and transmits.

[0036] S3 displays a contents list. This displays a contents list, as a list of the contents list

transmitted from center equipment 1 by S2 is shown in (b) of drawing 3 which a terminal 1

1

displays for example, mentions later on Screen 15 of a display 14.

[0037] S4 chooses contents. This is chosen from on Screen 1 5 of (a) of drawing 3 which

mentions the usage later while a customer chooses one or more of arbitration from lists of the

contents list displayed on Screen 1 5 by S3. And the contents which the customer chose, and its

usage are transmitted to center equipment 1.

[0038] S5 checks. This confirms whether the terminal ID of a check 1 1, for example, a terminal,

is registered into the terminal control table 3 of (a) of drawing 4 in the contents transmitted from

the terminal 1 1 by S4, and its usage, and there is any use rating, or confirms whether the usage

fulfills the use conditions of the applicable content ID in the contents managed table 4 of (b) of



drawing 4 . When a check result is O.K., it progresses to S6. In NO, it does not illustrate, but it

answers as an error a terminal 11.

[0039] S6 enciphers and compresses contents. S7 transmits the contents enciphered and
compressed by S6 to the corresponding terminal 1 1 (download).

[0040] The terminal 1 1 which received the contents which downloaded S8 by S7 performs

expanding and a decryption. S9 uses contents. For example, contents are recorded on a medium
(media, such as a flash memory, CD-R, MD, a tape, and DVD), or a customer is made to try

listening them.

[0041] S10 transmits a contents use result. This transmits the use result (for example, use
results, such as a duplicate and an audition) of the contents used by S9 to center equipment 1.

S11 carries out package management of the contents use result transmitted by S10. For
example, as shown in the contents use managed table 5 of (c) of drawing 4 mentioned later, it

matches with Terminal ID, content ID, a use result (for example, duplicate), etc. which were used
are registered, and package management is carried out. It becomes possible to carry out package
management of the use results (duplicate etc.) of contents on real time at each terminal ID

(every customer), to total accounting based on copyright etc. and to carry out a claim etc. by
this.

[0042] The contents list list answered by the above by each terminal 1 1 transmitting a contents
list request to center equipment 1 is displayed. Transmit to center equipment 1 and the contents
which the customer chose, and its usage are checked. Download of the contents is received at

the time of O.K. reproduce to a medium, and sell or making it try to listen **** — etc. — it

carries out, and center equipment 1 is answered in the use result on real time, package
management of the use result of contents is carried out with the center equipment 1 concerned,

and it becomes possible to manage accounting based on copyright etc. correctly finely for every

contents and every use result of its. It explains to a detail one by one below.

[0043] Drawing 3 shows the example of a screen of this invention, (a) of drawing 3 shows the

example of a terminal screen. This terminal screen is the example displayed on Screen 15 of the
display 14 of the terminal 1 1 of drawing 1 , is a screen which chooses the contents use

approach, and chooses one or more here using a mouse from the following of illustration

(selection of the usage of S4 of drawing 2 mentioned already).

[0044] - duplicate: - audition: -BGM: and display: - in addition to this — :
— (b) of drawing 3

shows the example of a terminal screen. This terminal screen is the example displayed on
Screen 15 of the display 14 of the terminal 11 of drawing 1 , is a screen of a contents list and
chooses one or more here using a mouse from the contents lists of the following of illustration

(selection of the contents of S4 of drawing 2 mentioned already).

[0045] - such — oh, it ** - is easy to say — it is - ********** - yes — yes — obtaining - in

addition to this, : drawing 4 shows the example of a table of this invention. This is the example of

a table established in the center equipment 1 of drawing 1 mentioned already.

[0046] (a) of drawing 4 shows the example of a terminal control table. This terminal control table

3 registers beforehand Terminal ID or User ID of the terminal 1 1 which has rating for

downloading contents like illustration.

[0047] (b) of drawing 4 shows the example of a contents managed table. As follows

[ illustration ], this contents managed table 4 is matched with the content ID of contents, and
registers the use conditions of the contents concerned etc. beforehand.

[0048] - Content ID : #1 1 and use conditions :
- rightful claimant information, such as a

duplicate, an audition, and BGM :
- distribution information : Information -, others required in

order to distribute a use tariff : Here, rightful claimant information is information as shown in (b-

1) of drawing 4 described below. Distribution information is information required in order to

distribute a use tariff to a rightful claimant.

[0049] (b-1) of drawing 4 shows the detail (contents #11) of the rightful claimant information of

(b) on drawing 4 . Here, distinction of use conditions (use conditions, such as sale, a sample, a

promotion, and loan) is shown in a lateral column, and an output (outputs, such as a duplicate, a

display, a voice output, and printing) is shown in the column of a lengthwise direction. It is

beforehand set as the detail of the use gestalt at each use conditions (use conditions, such as



sale, a sample, a promotion, and loan) of every about the output (for example, outputs, such as a

duplicate, a display, a voice output, and printing). For example, about use conditions "sale", it

sets up as a "x moon x day to" a duplicate is permitted in the case of an output "a duplicate."

By this, a duplicate will be permitted from a x moon x day about contents #1 1 of illustration.

[0050] (c) of drawing 4 shows the example of a contents use managed table. This contents use
managed table 5 registers beforehand the content ID of the contents which were matched and
were used for Terminal ID as follows of illustration, and a use result.

[0051] - terminal ID- in addition to this — :
— the case where desired contents are searched

and chosen again — the retrieval conditions from Screen 1 5 of the terminal 1 1 of drawing 1 — a

command — for example, SELECT contents name AND sample name : #1 and content ID: — #1

1

and use conditions : Duplicate / use time :
- customer name :

- sales : (1)

SELECT Sample name AND The date (2)

(b) of drawing 4 mentioned already when inputted — and (b-1) a table — searching— the above

(1) — a contents name — searching — the candidate — finding it — further — a sample name
— among those — since — a match is found and the list of a contents name and its detailed

information is displayed as a retrieval result. The thing (S4 of drawing 2 mentioned already) of a

user for which one or more are chosen from the inside becomes possible, moreover — the above

(2) — a sample name — searching — the candidate — finding it — further — the date —
among those — since — a match is found and the list of a contents name and its detailed

information is displayed as a retrieval result. The thing (S4 of drawing 2 mentioned already) of a

user for which one or more are chosen from the inside becomes possible.

[0052] Next, according to the sequence shown in the flow chart of drawing 5 , actuation

(watermark information pad actuation) of the configuration of drawing 1 is explained to a detail.

[0053] Drawing 5 shows the explanation flow chart (watermark information pad) of this invention

of operation. In drawing 5 , S21 is carried out a contents list request and reception. A terminal

1 1 requires contents of center equipment 1, and this receives in response to download.

[0054] S22 creates information, such as copyright information, user information, and a date. This

creates "watermark information" (information for identifying uniquely the contents which carried

out the copy etc.) about the contents which received by S21 from the copyright information on
the contents concerned (information, such as copyright of an author, a songwriter, a composer,
etc., and a right of use of a work), user information, a date (date which reproduces contents),

etc.

[0055] S23 is embedded as a watermark to contents. For example, at the part in the music data

concerned, when recording music data on videotape in CD, the watermark information concerned
is embedded so that music data may not be spoiled as much as possible.

[0056] S24 uses contents (duplicate). For example, the music data which are contents are

written in CD-R, and are reproduced. S25 manages use of contents. When contents are used by
S21 to S24 (duplicate), this transmits contents and a use result (duplicate) to center equipment

1, and with the center equipment 1 concerned, they are registered into the contents use
managed table 5 of (c) of drawing 4 , and carry out package management.

[0057] By the above, when using contents at a terminal 1 1 (for example, duplicate), the

watermark information on a meaning is created from the user information on contents, copyright

information, terminal information, a date, etc., and the terminal reproduced even if it gave when
this was embedded to contents and a duplicate etc. carried out it, and the contents after use

(for example, after a duplicate) flowed out can be deduced, and it becomes possible to realize

protection of copyright simply.

[0058] Next, according to the sequence shown in the flow chart of drawing 6 , actuation

(actuation of streaming distribution) of the configuration of drawing 1 is explained to a detail.

Drawing 6 shows the explanation flow chart (streaming distribution) of this invention of operation.

[0059] In (a) of drawing 6 , S31 carries out contents demand processing. As for this, a terminal

1 1 transmits a contents demand to center equipment 1 . S32 receives contents per block. This

transmits contents in a block unit from center equipment 1 corresponding to 1 1 having

transmitted the contents demand at the terminalS31.



[0060] S33 distinguishes whether it became an output possible unit This distinguishes whether

the contents which the terminal 1 1 received by S32 and were stored in the buffer became the

possible unit (for example, minimum write-in units, such as CD-R (for example, amount of data

for one truck)) outputted to a medium. In YES, it progresses S34. In NO, it returns and repeats

S32.

[0061] Since it became clear that the contents which are YES of S33 and received became an

output possible unit, S34 is outputted (or it writes in a record medium, it is an output as voice

and an image). S35 is distinguished in reception termination. In YES, it ends. In NO, it returns and

repeats S32.

[0062] (b) of drawing 6 shows drawing explaining data flow. In (b) of drawing 6 , it is the example

of contents, and the musical piece data on a network add a header, they are carried out per

predetermined block and show signs that sequential sending out is carried out.

[0063] keeping it to the external storage 22 of illustration, whenever a terminal 1 1 receives

musical piece data per block here where it received via the network, once stores them in an

internal buffer and becomes an output possible unit, or writing in media (for example, a flash

memory, CD-R, MD, DVD, etc.) 21 **** — etc. — it carries out.

[0064] A regenerative apparatus 23 reads the contents (here musical piece data) kept to

external storage 22, and is reproduced (image display, voice output), as mentioned above —
writing in a medium 21, whenever it becomes an output possible unit within the terminal 1 1 which

received contents per block, or keeping it to external storage 22 **** — etc. — by carrying out

It can write in a medium 21, receiving contents, and it becomes possible to shorten the latency

time of distribution (conventionally), since it was writing in the medium 21 etc. collectively after

receiving all of contents — the data size of contents — being large (for example, as large as

640MB of Music CD) — by the time it wrote in a medium 21 and started, it was made to keep

him waiting long duration (for example, several minutes thru/or dozens of minutes)

[0065] Next, according to the sequence shown in the flow chart of drawing 7 , actuation

(actuation of contents terminal preservation) of the configuration of drawing 1 is explained to a

detail. Drawing 7 shows the explanation flow chart (contents terminal preservation) of this

invention of operation.

[0066] In drawing 7 , S41 chooses contents. This is chosen from on Screen 1 5 of (a) of drawing

3 which mentioned the usage already while a customer chooses one or more of arbitration from

lists of the contents list displayed on Screen 1 5.

[0067] S42 performs a contents preservation check. And the information on whether a terminal

1 1 holds the contents chosen by S41, the usage, and the contents checked by S42 is

transmitted to center equipment 1 together.

[0068] S43 checks. This confirms whether the terminal ID of a check 1 1, for example, a terminal,

is registered into the terminal control table 3 of (a) of drawing 4 in the contents transmitted from

the terminal 1 1 by S42, and its usage, and there is any use rating, or confirms whether the usage

fulfills the use conditions of the applicable content ID in the contents managed table 4 of (b) of

drawing 4 . When a check result is O.K., it progresses to S44. In NO, it does not illustrate, but it

answers as an error a terminal 11.

[0069] S44 distinguishes whether a terminal holds. Since this was set to O.K. as a result of

checking by S43, it distinguishes further whether the terminal 1 1 holds contents. The licence of

the contents which the terminal 1 1 saves in YES is transmitted to a terminal 11, and it

progresses to S47. On the other hand, since the terminal 1 1 turned out not to hold contents in

NO, contents are transmitted to a terminal 1 1 by S45, and it progresses to S46.

[0070] S46 saves contents in the storage area within a terminal. S47 uses contents. For

example, it reproduces through contents or tries listening.

[0071] S48 transmits a contents use result. This transmits the use result (for example, use

results, such as a duplicate and an audition) of the contents used by S47 to center equipment 1.

[0072] S49 carries out package management of the contents use result transmitted by S48. For

example, as shown in the contents use managed table 5 of (c) of drawing 4 mentioned already, it

matches with Terminal ID, content ID, a use result (for example, duplicate), etc. which were used



are registered, and package management is carried out. It becomes possible to carry out package
management of the use results (duplicate etc.) of contents on real time at each terminal ID

(every customer), to total accounting based on copyright etc. and to carry out a claim etc. by
this.

[0073] By the above, each terminal 1 1 transmits the contents which the customer chose, and its

usage to center equipment 1, a check and when a terminal 11 distinguishes contents in

preservation and saves further, it permits the use, when a terminal 1 1 turns out not to save
contents on the other hand, it downloads contents, it saves them in the storage area of a

terminal 11, and uses contents. And it becomes possible to answer center equipment 1 in the

use result on real time, and to carry out package management of the use result of contents with

the center equipment 1 concerned.

[0074] Next, according to the sequence shown in the flow chart of drawing 8 , actuation

(actuation of contents distribution) of the configuration of drawing 1 is explained to a detail.

Drawing 8 shows the explanation flow chart (contents distribution) of this invention of operation.

[0075] In drawing 8 , S51 creates a statistical data. This totals the use result of the past in

which center equipment 1 is carrying out package management on the contents use managed
table 5, for example, sorts contents in order with much use.

[0076] S52 chooses the contents of the predetermined range from a statistical-data high order.

This chooses the predetermined range from the high order of contents with much use frequency
totaled and sorted by S51 (to the 10th place of a high order).

[0077] S53 distributes contents according to the demand from center equipment or a terminal

for a registration terminal. This is distributed to the applicable terminal 1 1 to the terminal

registered according to the demand from center equipment 1, or the demand from a terminal 11

about the predetermined range (for example, contents from a high order to the 10th place) from
the high order chosen by S52 (contents are distributed in the small time zone of the load of the

network of Nighttime).

[0078] It becomes possible to distribute to the terminal 1 1 which chooses automatically the
contents from the high order of the use result of contents to the predetermined range, and is

registered by the above automatically in the small time zone of the load of networks, such as
Nighttime.

[0079] Next, according to the sequence shown in the flow chart of drawing 9 , actuation

(actuation of the contents sale 1) of the configuration of drawing 1 is explained to a detail.

Drawing 9 shows the explanation flow chart (contents sale 1) of this invention of operation.

[0080] In drawing 9 , S61 displays the set list of contents. This displays the list of sets of

contents which are not caught by display, for example, the class or artist of contents, in the set

list of contents and which were prepared beforehand on the screen of a terminal 11.

[0081] S62 makes set selection. A customer chooses one from the set lists with which this was
displayed by S61. S63 — demand [ of the contents in a set ] - it receives. This requires all the
contents in a set of a terminal 1 1 of center equipment 1, and receives in response to download.

[0082] S64 uses contents (duplicate). For example, the music data which are contents are

written in, reproduced and sold to CD-R. S65 manages use of contents. When contents are used
by S64 (duplicate), this transmits contents and a use result (duplicate) to center equipment 1,

and with the center equipment 1 concerned, they are registered into the contents use managed
table 5 of (c) of drawing 4 , and carry out package management.

[0083] While using in response to download from center equipment 1 about the contents in the

set which expressed the set list of contents as the terminal 11, and was chosen from the

customer by the above (for example, duplicate), it becomes possible to transmit a use result to

center equipment 1 , and to carry out package management of the use result.

[0084] Next, according to the sequence shown in the flow chart of drawing 10 , actuation

(actuation of the contents sale 2) of the configuration of drawing 1 is explained to a detail.

Drawing 10 shows the explanation flow chart (contents sale 2) of this invention of operation.

[0085] In drawing 10 , S71 chooses contents. This displays the list of contents which is not

caught by display, for example, the class or artist of contents, in the list of contents and which
was prepared beforehand on the screen of a terminal 1 1

.



[0086] S72 — contents licence — and contents reception is carried out. This transmits the

contents and the usage which were chosen by S71 to center equipment 1, and receives the

licence and contents.

[0087] S73 displays a tariff. As for S74, a customer invests money. S75 uses contents

(duplicate).

[0088] S76 manages use of contents. When contents are used by S75 (duplicate), this transmits

contents and a use result (duplicate) to center equipment 1, and with the center equipment 1

concerned, they are registered into the contents use managed table 5 of (c) of drawing 4 , and
carry out package management.

[0089] Download is received from center equipment 1 about the contents which expressed the

list of contents as the terminal 1 1 and were chosen from the customer by the above, and when a

tariff is displayed and it is supplied, while using (for example, duplicate), it becomes possible to

transmit a use result to center equipment 1, and to carry out package management of the use

result

[0090] Drawing 1 1 shows the allocation explanatory view of this invention, (a) of drawing 1

1

shows the flow chart of allocation explanation. In (a) of drawing 1

1

, S81 totals a use result. This

creates the contents sales table which totals the use result in which the center equipment 1

mentioned already receives and carries out package management by the total for every

contents, for example, sales, and the usage, and is shown in (b) of drawing 1

1

.

[0091] S82 totals the allocation for every rightful claimant. This totals the sales (for example,

sales, such as selling sales and loan (rental) sales) for every use gestalt as allocation for every

rightful claimant based on the contents sales table of (b) of drawing 1

1

which totaled by S81.

[0092] By the above, the sales for every contents and the usage are totaled based on the use
result which carries out package management within center equipment 1 , the sales of every use

gestalten (sale, loan, etc.) are totaled for every rightful claimant based on this, and it becomes
possible [ performing collectively with center equipment 1 ] to distribute the sales which totaled

to each rightful claimant (payment).

[0093] (b) of drawing 1

1

shows the example of a contents sales table. This totals sales and the

usage for the use result of the contents which the center equipment 1 mentioned already

manages based on content ID.

[0094] (c) of drawing 1

1

shows the example of a rightful claimant allocation table. With reference

to the table of (b) of drawing 4 mentioned already, and (c), for every rightful claimant, this

calculates the sales according to the rate of allocation of the rightful claimant concerned (%)

based on the contents sales table of (b) of drawing 1

1

mentioned already, and totals on it at

every use gestalten (sale, loan, etc.). For example, the rightful claimant name X of illustration is

computed as selling sales x1=axalpha%+bxbeta% (it computes as total indicator). Here, a and b

express the sales [ of contents #1 ] of a yen of the rightful claimant name X of (b) of drawing

11 , and the sales of b yen of contents #2, respectively. alpha% and beta% express rate of

allocation alpha% of contents #1 of the rightful claimant name X, and rate of allocation beta% of

contents #2, respectively.

[0095] An example besides the following is explained.

(1) Hold store information or local information in a terminal 11, and it enables it to receive from
the center terminal 1, and to display download of BGM doubled with the terminal 1 1, or the

contents for an advertisement, or to carry out a voice output.

[0096] (2) In case it reproduces and sells to a medium about the contents which received

download from center equipment 1, write in print data for words into printing or a medium, enable

it to print words using a personal computer by the customer, and it becomes possible to transmit

the use result (the duplicate to the medium of contents, and duplicate of words) to center

equipment 1 on real time, and to carry out package management of the use result.

[0097] (3) Besides the words of (2), also double the image of a label, a star's picture, etc., and

print, or reproduce through print data, and it becomes possible to transmit the use result (use

results designed specially, such as a label, an illustration of specific ATINSUTO, and a

photograph) relevant to copyright to center equipment 1 on real time among these, and to carry

out package management as a use result.



[0098] (4) Center equipment 1 stores in the contents managed table 4 the use result of the

contents collected from each terminal 1 1 , and since it carries out package management, it

becomes possible [ totaling for every User ID, Terminal ID, copyright person, and contents,

respectively, computing a use tariff further according to distribution information, and carrying out

a claim etc. ] with reference to the contents managed table 4 concerned.

[0099] (5) Although reproduced contents to the medium, they were sold to the customer with

center equipment 1 and a terminal 11 1 1, for example, the terminal which arranges at a store and
an official in charge operates, the use result at that time was transmitted to center equipment 1

and package management of the use result was carried out in the example mentioned above
While not being restricted to this, but using center equipment 1 and each customer's (user)

personal computer as the above-mentioned terminal 11, and each customer's (user's with User
ID) reproducing through contents directly from center equipment 1 and receiving sale You may
make it transmit the use result to center equipment 1.

[0100]

[Effect of the Invention] Since the configuration which transmits to center equipment and
manages the use consent and the use result in the case of outputting contents to a medium at a

terminal was adopted according to this invention as explained above, use (sale) and a use result

could be managed on real time for every contents. And management of the use result for every
contents enables it to perform management protection of management of accounting, copyright,

etc. easily.

[Translation done.]
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[0034] Subsequently, according to an order shown in the

flowchart of Fig. 2, an operation of the configuration of Fig.

I will be explained in detail. Fig. 2 shows a flowchart

explaining an operation of the present invention (in its

entirety) . In this context, the center device 1 and the terminal

II correspond to the center device 1 and the terminal 11 of

Fig. 1, respectively. In addition, the terminal 11 normally

stores the contents in a large capacity storage medium such

as a DVD and copies them in a readout medium in order to sell

them. Further, a case may arise where the terminal 11 has the

contents downloaded from the center device 1 in order to store

them in an auxiliary memory, and then copies them in the medium

in order to sell them. An explanation will be given of both

methods

.

[0035] In Fig. 2, the request for a contents list is

transmitted in SI. Specifically, the terminal 11 transmits

this request for a contents list to the center device 1. The

list is transmitted in S2 . Specifically, the center device

1 transmits the contents list to the terminal 11 according to

the request for a contents list received from the terminal 11

in SI.

[0036] Alist of contents is displayed in S3 . Specifically,

the terminal 11 displays on the screen 15 of the display unit

14 the contents list transmitted from the center device 1 in

S2 and, for example, displays the list of contents as shown

in Fig. 3(b), a figure that will be described later.

1
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[0037] The contents are selected in S4 . Specifically,

a customer selects any one or more contents from the list of

contents displayed on the screen 15 in S3 and selects a way

to make use thereof from the screen 15 of Fig. 3(a), a figure

that will be described later. Then, the terminal 11 transmits

to the center device 1 the contents and a way to make use thereof,

as selected by the customer.

[0038] A check is made in S5. Specifically, the center

device 1 checks the contents and the way to make use thereof,

as transmitted from the terminal 11 in S4. For example, the

center device 1 checks whether the terminal ID of the terminal

11 is registered in the terminal control table 3 of Fig. 4(a)

and whether the terminal is qualified to make use of the contents,

or alternatively the center device 1 checks from the contents

control table 4 in Fig. 4(b) whether the way to make use of

the data satisfies the usage conditions of the corresponding

contents ID. If the results of the check are satisfactory (OK) ,

the procedure progresses to S6. If the results are not

satisfactory (NO) , although this is not shown, the center device

1 concludes that an error has been made and returns to the terminal

11.

[0039] In S6, the center device 1 encrypts and compresses

the contents. In S7, the center device 1 transmits (downloads)

the contents that have been encrypted and compressed in S6 to

the corresponding terminal 11.

[0040] In S8, the terminal 11 which has received the

2
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contents downloaded in S7 stretches and decrypts the contents.

In S9, the contents are used. For example, the terminal 11

records the contents in a medium (such as a flash memory, a

CD-R, an MD, a tape, or a DVD) and enables a customer to preview

the contents.

[0041] In S10, the results of making use of the contents

are transmitted. Specifically, the terminal 11 transmits to

the center device 1 the results of making use of the contents

inS9 (suchas the results of makinguse of the contents, including

copying or previewing) . In Sll, the center device 1 controls

the results of using the contents that have been transmitted

in S10 in a lump sum. For example, the center device 1 registers

items such as the contents ID that have been used, the results

of the use that has been made of them (e.g., copying) by

associating them with the terminal ID as shown in the control

of use of contents table 5 in Fig. 4 (c) , which will be described

later, in such a way as to control them in a lump sum. In this

way, it becomes possible to control the results of the use of

the contents (such as copying) in real time in a lump sum,

calculate charges based on factors such as copyright and

calculate the amount to be charged for each terminal ID (each

customer)

.

[0042] According to the description above, it becomes

possible for each terminal 11 to transmit a request for a contents

list to the center device 1; to display the returned contents

list; to transmit to the center device 1 the contents and the
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way of making use thereof which have been selected by a customer,

and to have them checked; and in circumstances when they are

satisfactory for the terminal 11 to perform functions such as

having the contents downloaded and copied in a medium in order

to sell them, and for the terminal 11 to enable a customer to

preview them; for the terminal 11 to return to the center device

1 in real time the results of making use thereof; for the center

device 1 to control the results of making use of the contents

in a lump sum, and to control the charges meticulously and

accurately based on factors such as copyright and the like for

each of the contents and for each of the results of use.

Hereinafter, a detailed explanation will be made sequentially.
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